
2323 Ashmead Place, NW., 
Washington DC. 
April 13th 1967 

Dear Sylvia, 
Thank you for your last letter with the information about the rifle etc. 
I met Richard Sprague in the Archives yesterday and was most impressed with the 

work he is doing, and I find it hard to believe that he is working on his own. It all 
Seems to be much too professional. The Hughes film seems to be an important, if negative, 
contributi@6n. I saw the Zapruder film in motion for the first time on Tuesday and it 
really is a shocking thing to see ~ I mean the way Kennedy's head and shoulders are so 
violently thrown back into the seat of the car. After seeing that it really is impossible 
to believe that he was hit in the head from behind. 

I have one or two more questions, I hope you don't mind ( because I'm never sure 
whether the answer is staring me in the face in the WR); in the first place, I have been 
looking into Brennan's testimony, and in fact discussed it slightly with Sprague. Do we 
know (a) the policeman he initially reported to? and (b) the SS man the policeman took 
him to see outside the TSBD doorway? Or was Brennan getting this confused with Sawyer's 
"Command post", At any rate it seems as though the earliest broadcast description of 
Oswald was put out by Sawyer, and it seems to me possible to accept Brennan's testimony 
as being the means whereby a description of Oswald was obtained. However, are there any 
really serious weaknesses in Brennan's story apart from the fact that he couldn't have 
seen how tall Oswald was? I am working on a list now of all people who looked up at the 
TSBD during or immediately before or after the shooting. Sofar 11 names. Idea is to compare 
what they all saw, or didn't see. I am aware that among WC critics ther is a sort of "Hate 
Brennefi" campaign, but can this attitude be based on anything serious? 

2. If Oswald was framed, someone had access to the Paine garage to get his gun. 
Was the garage unlocked? Also how could anyone have known it was there? 

3. What do you think of Jack Dougherty's testimony and depositions. In one I 
found in the Archives he states that he went up to the 6th floor after lunch, then went 
down to the 5th floor where upon arrival he heard the shots. If so he was on the 6th 
floor seconds before the shooting. On the other hand his testimony is so obviously con- 
fused that no doubt everything he says is worthless. 

I briefly met Schiller at his press conference in Washington for his new book, which 
I have just finished reading. What an unpleasant effort it is, though he is surprisingly 
lenient on Garrison. I find Charles Roberts! book even worse and more dishonest however. 
Schiller is a bouncy little dishonest-when-it-suits-him dragon slayer, as he sees himself, 
who makes some good points amidst the welter of ad hominem argument. Roberts is a type a 
can't stand however, a kind of self appointed center board of the establishment who is 
appalééd to find the boat being rocked nevertheless. His real concern is not the truth 
but that "The damage already done to the U.S. image overseas is almost beyond repair..." 
Now that's what I call a real jerk. 

Presumably the new 25 theories in ESQUIRE is an Epstein effort. Strange, it has his 
stamp and yet seems to be basically anti WCR. On second thoughts, I think Epstein now 
primarily regards the subject not from a standpoint of concern about the truth, concern 
about the US image, or concern about anything. I think he regards it as good journalistic 
material with slightly amising overtones. Whereas Smexgexfhsmsmexwikt Schiller will quote 
George Thomson because he is hoping he will rub off on the other critics, Epstein just 
regards him as being funny. I haven't yet read the Ruby piece, but it looked interesting 
though possibly over imaginative. I am convinced in my own mind that Ruby didn't have 
anything to do with any possible conspiracy. I just can't believe it. Ruby would have 
surely said something about it if he had been. He wouldn't have been able to resist talk- 
ing about it. I don't think this Gruber-Shaw connection is anything more than coincidence, 
although it is a little odd. Do you believe Seth Kantor re Ruby being in Parkland? Maybe 
wefre going to have to come up with a'sedond Ruby! theory! 

NA ee 
Dest Wrote, 

Tony 
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Oswald and others to shhot the President froma the streets or fron buildings at which they 
were not employed. Oswald's subsequent Sup Hen ail an idea = placed building sf then 
be seen as & bonus to the plan, something that 

n view of the fact that deteils of t O vould, on this interpretation, have 
to fea b been worked out after October 16th, and Len ie [ter Nov 19th, when it was known 
for sure that Kennedy would be driving past the buildins, then Oswald must at some late 

hive been in congzact with the co-conspirs tors, either by phone or ky meeting then in 
person. If this is not assumed, then cithcr Gswald was alone or he did not have enything to 
do with it ot all.(In which case he wes froued. ) 

If he was frened then someone knew he was, vhore he worked, where his gun was, and in 
fact hed had access to his gun. Also, if Oswald i gto do with the essassination, then 
ones whole reason for snvesti gating his contacts in Hew Ozvleans becomes pointless, except 
to the extent that pcople he knew in Now Orle have framed him. 

If it is assumed thet he did make conta co-conspirators in the deys ov wees before 
the Beene SanRICA, . say while he was Living 2% tne rooming house in Sek CLIff, there is no 
evidence on record that such a meeting took olece. UP course this does not prove thet such a 
meeting did not take place, but at any rate it ; to be fairly wel established that Oswald 
had no visitors and no phone calls at 1026 N. Beekloy. Again this does not prove c ny thing. 
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